
 

33 Tibetan Healing (Singing) Bowl Galactivation Experience 
 

Saturday, December 16, 2017, 5:30 pm to 7 pm 

   
A portion of the proceeds from the 
event will benefit the Gilung and 
Sidupalachoka Villages in Nepal, 
which were devastated by a series 

of earthquakes in 2015. The villages make beautiful Tibetan bowls that are shared with many 
healers around the world. Though the villages were completely devastated by the earthquakes, 
the villagers have continued to create these ancient healing bowls, feeling strongly that it is their 
purpose. In addition to facilitating his sound healing experiences, Dr. DREAM also sells the bowls 
to provide much needed cash flow for the villages. 

• The Rose Frequency and Six other essential oils 
• 33 Master Healer grade, Tibetan Bowls (Singing Bowls) 

• Raw Chakra Chocolates and Sound healing 
• Citrine Generator Crystal 

 

$25 donation in advance -  $33 at the door.  
Please call our Concierge at (760) 834-7070 to buy tickets or contact Tour of Love 

Book a Spa Treatment day of Tibetan Bowl Experience and receive 10% discount 
Celebrate At ShaktiFest - http://shaktifest.bhaktifest.com/  

 

"The Bowl Whisperer", Mark "Dr. DREAM" Peebler, lives full-time on 

the road, on the Tour of LOVE.  He and his Love, Stephanie, are in new 

city every 1-3 days, facilitating Tibetan Healing Bowl, Essential Oil & 

Raw Chocolate experiences 3-6 nights/week.  He is embracing his role 

as a Beacon of LOVE and paradigm-buster!  Follow his Tour at 

http://www.TourOfLOVE.com.  Dr. DREAM wholeheartedly agrees 

with Les Brown; "Help others achieve their dreams and you will 

achieve yours."  Portal to Ascension has been a supporter and sponsor 

of the Tour of LOVE for years!  http://www.PortalToAscension.org 

https://www.facebook.com/iamdrdream/  

 

During this profound healing event, Mark “Dr. DREAM” 

Peebler, an internationally known holistic healing practitioner 

and speaker, will use 33 Tibetan healing bowls to orchestrate an 

extraordinary sound healing experience.  Using handcrafted 

Tibetan bowls, Dr. Dream will create a guided visualization 

combined with different sounds and vibrations to harmonize 

your energy and relax your mind.  You’ll feel energized and 

inspired as the sound of the bowls washes over you, expanding 

your consciousness, releasing stuck energies, and connecting 

your mind, body and spirit.  “We have designed a rare 

experience with 33 Tibetan Healing Bowls that nobody in the 

U.S. has ever done before,” Dr. DREAM said. 
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